Light Emitting Diodes LED Technology In the Aesthetic Market
Light-emitting diodes (LED). LED technology normally uses one or more individual wavelengths of light delivered at
a low intensity. Whereas laser and IPL deliver light in short (millisecond) pulses at extremely high power, LED is a
constant, gentle nonthermal treatment. It is rated as a Class I or II device by the FDA, depending on the model,
with only a relatively minor risk of eye injury. For comparison’s sake, bar code readers and laser pointers are Class
I and II devices. LED equipment can be sold to and used by anyone, although devices marketed for home use may
be less powerful than professional models. LED light is visible as colored light—most often red, blue or amber.
When infrared wavelengths also are incorporated, those are not visible. Covering the client’s eyes is
recommended, but protective eyewear is not required for the technician.
LED light therapy is a form of phototherapy, and technicians sometimes make a comparison to photosynthesis—
the production of organic substances in plants in the presence of sunlight—to help explain its beneficial effects.
This may be a good starting point, because the public already understands that plants convert light to cellular
energy. This type of light therapy sometimes is referred to as photomodulation, photobiomodulation, low-level laser
therapy, low-energy laser therapy or light therapy.
When low-energy laser light passes through the skin, different components of the skin and the cells are affected by
various wavelengths, stimulating certain beneficial effects. Red and infrared light therapies have been used
therapeutically in Eastern Europe for 40 years, and UV therapy for psoriasis has been utilized in the United States
for many years, as has light therapy for treating jaundice in newborns.
Light therapy also has been effective as a remedy for depression; in combination with photosensitive chemicals to
treat brain cancer; to heal mouth and skin ulcers for children undergoing chemotherapy; for gum diseases,
tendonitis and carpal tunnel syndrome; for muscle and joint pain, and inflammation; in conjunction with
acupuncture; to increase wound healing for astronauts on long space missions; for collagen synthesis; to ease
rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis; and for blood cleansing and treating infections. These various therapeutic
uses are due to the many beneficial tissue and cellular effects of photomodulation.
Photomodulation stimulates fibroblasts to produce collagen, improving elasticity, fine lines, scar tissue and skin
thickness. After a series of LED treatments, fibroblasts can continue to produce new collagen for up to six months
and lymph activity is increased, helping to reduce edema, or fluid buildup. Increasing lymph activity also can help
to quicken the healing process, because the lymph system is responsible for helping the body to eliminate waste
products and bacteria. Macrophages are stimulated by LED light therapy. Within the lymph nodes, macrophages
destroy microorganisms—this process is called phagocytosis—so that the lymph system can begin the process of
removing them from the body.
Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production is stimulated by certain light wavelengths. ATP is found in muscle fibers
and in all cells, and can be considered the fuel, or energy source, needed for all cellular functions. In order to be
used by the cells for energy, ATP is broken down and must be replenished constantly. You think of food as your
energy source, but it needs to be converted to ATP before your cells can use it. Increased ATP translates into
enhanced cellular metabolism and proliferation. Anabolism (one aspect of metabolism—the synthesis of complex
compounds from simpler ones) and catabolism (anabolism’s opposite—the breaking down of large molecules into
smaller ones) are both increased. Additionally, RNA and DNA synthesis in cells is increased, improving the
reproduction of healthy cells. Photomodulation has been shown to activate the release of growth factors that
stimulate cell growth and metabolism.
In all, various studies have reported therapeutic benefits targeting the circulatory, lymphatic, immune and nervous
systems, in addition to recent studies reporting on beneficial cosmetic results.
LED equipment currently is being manufactured specifically for cosmetic purposes, similar to lasers and IPL. LED
light therapy can be performed without medical supervision and often is delivered through the use of hand-held
equipment. This technology is becoming widely available, and can be used safely and confidently in both medical
spas and day spas.
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